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The generalized Macaulay theorem is e+= A “nded slightly to a form convenient for dealing with 
k-families of subsets of a multiset. Several applications are given. 
A finite multiset is a finite set consisting of ki elements of type i, 
i=l,2,..., n, where we may assume k1 2 l l 0 2 k,, 3 1. might 
be a set of kl + l l l + k, = K,, billiard balls, ki of color i. A ection 
o k + P of which can be linearly ordered by x%vise inclusion. 
s completely unrelated to any subscripted “k” indicating 
aulay theorem is a versatile result useful for dealing with 
l-families (also called antichains). It involves the &adow operator r (or A). The 
shadow PIX of a collection X of subsets et of all subsets of M which 
can be obtained by removing a single e from a member of X. The 
rank of a subset of is the number of ele=ments of it contains 
Now suppose on ishes to choose a fked number m of subsets’of of a given 
rank so that the shadow of the selection is as small as possible. Which ones should 
be chosen acaulay theorem [I] specifies an ordering for the 
subsets of nswer is, the first m subs& of the given rank. 
The ith rank paramcrer of a lection of subsets of s the number of subsets 
in the collection having rank ii particular, the ith r parameter of the entire 
collection of subsets of ,M is called the ith TVVk&ey number [II, p. 241. 
characterization of the rank param 
sevie 
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aykin 19, p. 941. Theorem 2 is a reformulation of the aykin-elements 
characterization of the rank parameters of a k-family mentioned above. 
(k,, . . . , k,,) = X~ elements of 
i, 0 s Xi s kip with the vector = S to denote 
et of 311 such vectors. (S may also be regarded as the set of divisors of the 
eger pfl l l l p$, where pl, . a . , pn are distinct primes and is identified with 
9 l l ~2.1 Evidently ISI = (k, + 1) l l l (k,, + l), a 
therefore al Fi are 1 in view of the assumption kI 2 k2 3 l l l > k, 2 1) 
n-element set l 
der the vectors of S by defining x < y if xi < yi for the largest integer i 
ng xi fyi (reverse lexicographic der) . 
is x1+=.=+x,. is useful to imagine the elements of S 
arrayed by writing them in increasing order from left to right, top to bottom with 
kl + 1 elements in a row and element in column Y(X). For example, S(2, 1, 1) is 
exhibited in Fig. 1. 
of S, Hi denotes the vectors of rank i of H. F(m, H) and 
ectively the first and last m elements of H, In particular, 
is the compression Of -r-lie 
of S is 
Ik = s n {(Xl - 1, X2, l . c , x,), 
(x1, x2- 1, x3, . . . 9 xR), . . . 9 (x1, x2, . . . , xnml, x, - i)] 
of a subset X of S is IJXEX rX. By the generalized 
, for any integer ;, 0 G I s &K,, and any subset H of S, 
lO}l < Ir{ilo, Oll}l = 3. 
, or simply (‘; > when there is 
. Since Si is just the set of ordered 
part j satisfying 0 G Xj < kj, ( 7 ) is the 
i 2 3 4 
coefficient of X’ in us, i 
( 7) is the usual binomial co 
e case of orf!innrv sets; ------ 2 
ient (7). 
Our abbreviation of the )I to ( ‘; ) is felicitous in that 
facts about the binomial coefficients (7) often generalize naturally to facts about 
the coefficients (‘f ), which can be regarded as generalized binomial coefficients. 
For example, the familiar recurrence 
(‘f_i’), exceptifn=I=O, 
(where (8) is understood to be 1) generalizes to 
n 0 1 > j=o\l_j , exceptifn=I=O 
(where (8) is understood to be 1). This follows immediately from 
(1+x+X2+“‘+XkJ) 
j=l 
=(1+x+x2+“‘4-xk~) (1+x+x2+=.=+xkj). 
j=l 
The above recurrence permits us to iist the generalized bilromial coefficien:s 
0 i 9 i =0, 1,. . . ,n, I=09 1, l l l 9 Ki=k,+k,+***+ki corresponding to S( 
in a Pascal’s triangle. The coefficients corresponding to S(2, 1, 1) are given in Fig. 
2. Comparison of Figs. 1 and 2 reveals that (n ri) is the number of vectors x of 
) with x~=x,,_~=* a.=xn_i+l ~0. 
with k-families of subsets of M, or more briefly, k-families in S, it 
can be helpful to consider k copies of S arranged vertically. For example, if we 
use k§ to denote such an array, 33’(2, 1, 1) is exhibited in Fig. 3. 
denote the ith copy of S in kS by kS’, and the vector 
i = 1,2, . i . , k. The set kS is partially ordered by taking (x; i) < (y ; j) if and only 
if i=j and x < y. Thus kS is not quite the same as the product of S with the 
k-element chain ( I,& _ a _ , k} in ch distirrzt (s; t) and ; j) are related. The 
just the ran% of x. continue to use Hi he elements of rank 
of kS and we write kS, in place of (k§),. 
first (counting from the top) 1 1 elements of k$. 
Co) (1) (2) (3) (4) 
Fig. 2. GeneraPized binomial toe chts cQ~~e~~~~d~n~ to S(2, 
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1 2 
010 110 210 
1 101 201 
011 111 211 
200 
110 210 
101 201 
011 Ill 211 
Fig. 3. 3§(2, 1, 1). 
e shadow operator which is defined on S, is exten to an operator kr 
i) is defined to be 
EX_W~. Since the “k” in “kr” ic 
e first severa; elements of a rank in kS are called an i aI segment. Since 
al segment in S is an initial segment [l; mma 31, the same 
is defined inductively by r’ =i F and I’j = ITj-‘, j = 2,3, . . . . 
e of the generalized eorem 1 below) 
the m-element 
he called the ~~~~~b~a 
( ‘; ) - a, IT(a + b, S,) \ IF(a, SJ might 
of the consecutive b elements F(a + 6, &)\F(a, S,) since 
s in the shadow of F(a + 6, SC) which are not also in the 
now see that the first and last b elements of S, are 
ive-b-element subsets of SI with the largest and smallest 
W=W~llSTlhS-X ~wm,sI*IVaUY. 
The ine~ua~~ here fdlows from the generates ay theorem for S;+I; the 
kst equality follows since the set of vectors in rY with GnaE l;csmponer;ts 1; h3s 
the same size as IF(a + b, Sl), while the vectors with iind components are 
already counted k lIX1, etc. 
teed by induction on k. For k == 1, our theorem is just the 
acaulay theorem [ 11, so we assume the theorem for k = 
1,2, . l . , t - 1 and consider the case k = t. Let null and m2 denote the number of 
elements of W, in the first B - 1 spies and the lasl copy of S respectively. IIf ml or 
nz2 is 0, the theorem fdk~s immediately from the induction hypothesis, so we 
henceforth assume %at both are 3. 
will say that subsets and G of kS are ~~~~~~~~c (H - 42) if 
obtainer from the other by 
thesets~~~~, i=ll,..., 
GfxS’, i=l,... 
particular, !,rMI = IIT+ 
If 
29 
then 
ces of t 
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m1=s +r, 
and 
; and 1 I, while if Wr < (I;), then 
H; H F(S$? kS,) IJ P(r, k!q’l) u P(m*, kS;+q 
(s( ;), kS,) ( + ]I-F.(r + m2, !cS;+’ u kS;+2)1 
s lrF(s(;), kS,)( + 1 (r, kS;+‘)I + IrF(m,, kS;+2)l 
e first inequality here follows from the k = 2 instance of the induction 
hypothesis. Thus the induction is complete, unless t = 2, in which case 
; = F(ml, 2Sf) U F(m2, 2s:). 
f ml+m2~(I[), we have by the subadditivity of r that 
IIZ?&l = (l”F(ml +- m2, SJ s IrF(m,, $)I + IIF(m2, $)I 
= Irw;l s IrH[(. 
2 > (‘; ), note that the penumbra X of the last (7) - ml elements 
c to the penumbra Y of the last (7) - ml sets in 2s; which, by 
ith 12 = ml + m2 s- (1) and b = (7) - m,), does not exceed in size 
- m&element set 
F ( l+m2-(y)+(y)-mlJS:)\F(ml+m2-(1),2S:). 
n notation this reads 
= 
(4+m,-(lf)&)l 
On multiset k-fmilies 
1 appearing 
=s(y) +r, 
m for calculating j r, $)I is easily e 
inomial coeecients e b-canonical representation f r 
by taking r(l) to be the largest integer such that r 2 (‘$‘I), tits,:: taking r(l - 1) to 
be the largest integer such t 
until equality is attained. 
r= ( > 40 + . . . + im 1 \ > t ’ 
t will be 21 and 
Irckl~I =(11”1> + l l - +(;f$. 
This is just the multiset version [ 11, p. 170; 7] of the atona theorem 
[14,12]. e will use I;m to denote I I, where ICH,I = m. It of course depends 
on kl, . . . , I&. 
For example, with k =3, S=S(2,1,1), I--2, and m=ll, we have ll= 
2( 9) + 3 (see Fig. 2). The 2-canonical representation of 3 is 3 = ($1 + ( : ) , so 
IJl=2(3+@>+(;)=6+2+1, 
as can be verified directly from F;,g. 3. 
If H is a k-family in S 
)), the numbers I 
enceforth write K in 
n -nega five integers are e ra eters of a 
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The k = I case of this theorem was given by Ciements [2]. The special case 
so given inde~ecdcntlyy b Biiji'kin, ~Godirey 
erized the rank parameters of k-families of 
ordinary sets [9, Theorem 121 and /‘l b ements verified that his arguments work as 
well for tisets [5, Theorem 121. Theorem 2 is a reformulation of that result in 
terms of more precisely, kT). The following example iiiiustrates t 
of the condition (1); the proof of its necessity requires arguments o
t follows from eorem 2 that the numbers 1, 1,3,2,0 are the rank 
ters of a 3-family in S(2, 1, 1) since (see Fig. 3) 
PI&+= =0 =0 63 
3 
=3 0 4 ’ 
(OJS,)]+2=0+2=2 ~9 
3 
=3 3 0 , 
N*= 2+Pz =]rF(2,3S,)]+3=3+3=6 
3 
~12=3 2 , 0 
NI=&6+Pz =lIF’(6,3&)]+1=5+1=6 ~9 
3 
=3 11 
0 
, 
‘F(6,3&)!+1=2+1=3 ~3 
3 
=3 o 0 . 
To obtain an exam*!= .y_._ of such a l-family, take the first = 0 elements of 3S,, 
first P3 = 2 elements of 3SJFF(_N4P 3&), then the first U, = 3 elements of 
N3, 3S3), etc. to obta.in the set 
and there exist k r-families in S (some of which m&y be empty 
parameters p&, pi, . . . , pk, j = 1,2, . . . , k, such that Cf=, pi = 
&I,2 ,..., K. 
e that we have a k 
At the ith stage of our construction we take PK+I_i consecut 
_J ensures that the 
rank K. An element 
contained in an 
_I)) n kSl as small as possible for 0 G &s K - 2, we take 
H K-I=F(NK-I, kSK-l)\rF(N,, kSK), where iv,_, = F,N., I- .$+I. 
tion is possible since &&_1 s k( &) = (k&-II by (1). 
Continuing in this way, taking K-j = F(-NK-j, kSK_j)\rP;(NK_-j+l, kSK-j+l), 
where NK-j=rK-j+lbTK-i+f+P~ 
kS with the required parameters. 
j = 1,2, . . . , K, we obtain a l-family H in 
Since is a P-family in kS, if nkS’={ 1; i)* (x2; i), . . . , (xu; i)), then 
c’= {Xl, x2, . . . , x,} is a l-family in S, i = I, 2, . . . , k. Also, if the rank 
re pi,pi ,..., p&, i=l,2 ,..., k, we 
e thus have the reqrired k l-families. ( 
I++), I=& 1,. . . , K, that these l-families are actually mutually disjoint.) 
(where the k l-families are not necess 
are the rank parameters of a k-family 
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owforfkedll~l~ SUPPOSE that CK-j c kS,-j, j = &I, . . . , I - 1 have 
been selected so that C, _1+1 U CK_1+2 U l 0 l U CK is a 1-fam 
n view of @), HK_-I c 
-I= I -@k I -4 
can therefore ne CK+ to be the first: PK-, elements 
e CK_: U CK_! l l l U CK be a l-family in kS. Also, 
ent of kZ& so, if 1 c 
K-I u c,_,) = r(I(C,w+l u l l l u CK) r: k&-l u GM) 
= B(CK_l u CK-I+l U . l e U CK j Cl kSK-i-l 
= DK__I_l 
is initial segment of kS K_l_l. In terms of cardinalities, this reads 
eorem 1, 
us able to define Ci for i = -l,..., 0 SD that their union is a 
of C satis@ (1) and are 
) the parameters of 
G(Y), l=O,l,..., s NK-j involve 
K-J, j = 0, 1, . . . , M, 
da holds for j = 0, 1, . D . ,I - 
n multiset k-families 163 
= I -II + -! s k 
where the inequality follows from (4). vs (1) holds and eorem 3 follows. n 
eorem 2, 
parameters of 1-familiesin S(2, 
are the parameters of a 3-family 
union of 3 disjoint l-families is 
ig. 3). 
The case of the following corollary of 
kin [lo, p. 943 conje 
sets and arbitrary k. 
pending to ordinary 
are the rank parameters of a k-family in S and 
are the rank parameters of a k-family in S. 
Y eorem 3, there e.xist k l-families in S with parameters 
p’o,PL.. .,yjK, j=l,2 ,... , k, suchthat &~{=I$, l=O, l,... ,K. 
i s j s k it is known [4] that 
0, forOd<#, 
q’r= d + p& ?? 
dt K9 for I = @C (if K is even) 
are parameters of a l-family in S. 
P;=$&($ e=o,1,..., 
j:=l 
is in es 
. 
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